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Available online 18 April 2015Resting state networks (RSNs) are of fundamental importance in human systems neuroscience with evidence
suggesting that they are integral to healthy brain function and perturbed in pathology. Despite rapid progress
in this area, the temporal dynamics governing the functional connectivities that underlie RSN structure remain
poorly understood. Here, we present a framework to help further our understanding of RSN dynamics. We de-
scribe a methodology which exploits the direct nature and high temporal resolution of magnetoencephalogra-
phy (MEG). This technique, which builds on previous work, extends from solving fundamental confounds in
MEG (source leakage) to multivariate modelling of transient connectivity. The resulting processing pipeline fa-
cilitates direct (electrophysiological) measurement of dynamic functional networks. Our results show that,
when functional connectivity is assessed in small time windows, the canonical sensorimotor network can be
decomposed into a number of transiently synchronising sub-networks, recruitment of which depends on cur-
rent mental state. These rapidly changing sub-networks are spatially focal with, for example, bilateral primary
sensory and motor areas resolved into two separate sub-networks. The likely interpretation is that the larger
canonical sensorimotor network most often seen in neuroimaging studies reﬂects only a temporal aggregate
of these transient sub-networks. Our approach opens new frontiers to study RSN dynamics, showing that
MEG is capable of revealing the spatial, temporal and spectral signature of the human connectome in health
and disease.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Recent years have seen a new frontier in human neuroimaging
brought about by the measurement of functional connectivity between
brain regions. The ﬁnding of statistical interdependencies between sig-
nals representing brain function in spatially separate areas, even in the
absence of a task (so called “resting state” connectivity) was shown by
Biswal et al. (1995) and has subsequently been conﬁrmed in many pa-
pers (e.g. Beckmann et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2005; Raichle et al., 2001).
The principal ﬁnding is that brain function is supported by a relatively
small set of large scale distributed networks, each characterised by
spatially resolved patterns of functional connectivity. Some networks
support sensory function (e.g. the sensorimotor network), whilst others
are associated with attention and cognition (e.g. the fronto-parietal
networks). These networks are reproducible across subjects, presentM.J. Brookes).in resting and task positive data, and are perturbed in a variety of pa-
thologies. The mathematical methods most commonly used to probe
functional connectivity employ a measurement of temporal correlation
calculated over large time windows, usually comprising the entire ex-
periment. This necessarily implies a prior assumption that functional
connectivity between regions is stationary. However, increasing evi-
dence from recent studies (Allen et al., 2014; Baker et al., 2012, 2014;
Brookes et al., 2014; Chang and Glover, 2010; de Pasquale et al., 2010;
Hutchison et al., 2013) suggests that resting state networks (RSNs),
and the functional connectivities that deﬁne them, are time dependent.
These dynamics are poorly understood, but the likelihood is that
healthy brain function is supported by rapid and transient formation
and dissolution of many small focal networks, the dynamics of which
depend on current processing load. Furthermore, the RSN signatures
that are commonly depicted in neuroimaging studies (henceforth
termed ‘static’ RSNs) doubtless represent a time average of this tran-
sient connectivity. In this paper, we present a new framework in
which to investigate and understand RSNs, by showing explicitly that
multiple transiently synchronising sub-networks underlie the static
network topology of the sensorimotor system.
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common means to investigate RSNs, and recent fMRI studies provide
evidence for network non-stationarity (see (Hutchison et al., 2013)
for a review). Indeed transient connectivity measures elucidate signif-
icant departures from established RSNs (Allen et al., 2014), with
networks observed to form and dissolve over time. This said, a limita-
tion of fMRI is the slow and indirect haemodynamic response, which
makes measurement of fast temporal dynamics difﬁcult. Recent years
have seen a rapid advance in our understanding of neural oscillations
(rhythmic electrical activity within cell assemblies). These oscillations,
commonly reported in the 1 Hz–200 Hz band, are thought to represent
an intrinsic mode of electrophysiological connectivity (Engel et al.,
2013; Schoffelen and Gross, 2009; Scholvinck et al., 2013). In particu-
lar, two distinct types of coupling have become prominent (Engel
et al., 2013): The ﬁrst arises from phase coupling between band-
limited oscillatory signals, and the second is the result of synchronisa-
tion between the amplitude envelopes of band limited oscillations.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) has been used successfully to char-
acterise these intrinsic mechanisms (Brookes et al., 2011a,b; Gow
et al., 2008; Gross et al., 2001; Ioannides et al., 2000; Jerbi et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2010; Luckhoo et al., 2012; Marzetti et al., 2013;
Nolte et al., 2004, 2008; Ramnani et al., 2004; Schlogl and Supp,
2006; Schoffelen and Gross, 2009; Tass et al., 1998; Wens et al.,
2014), and much of the available evidence implies that envelope syn-
chrony relates closely to the RSNs observed in fMRI. In fact, the spa-
tial signatures of a number of fMRI based RSNs can be seen using
MEG based envelope correlation metrics; this ﬁnding has now been
observed in a number of studies (Brookes et al., 2011a,b; Hipp
et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010; Luckhoo et al., 2012; Wens et al.,
2014). There is also emerging evidence showing that connectivity,
as assessed by envelope synchronisation, is a dynamic process with
signiﬁcant non-stationarity observable in the resting state (Baker
et al., 2012, 2014; Brookes et al., 2014; de Pasquale et al., 2010).
Such MEG based measurements are not limited by the indirect na-
ture of the haemodynamic response and therefore offer signiﬁcant
advantages in characterising transient connectivity. Overall, the ap-
parent close relationship between neural oscillatory processes and
RSNs, coupled with the promise of MEG based network measures
to characterise dynamics, suggests that studies in this area offer an
excellent opportunity to further our understanding of the dynamic
connectome.
In this paper, we exploit the direct nature and good time resolution
of MEG measured beta band neural oscillations to investigate transient
functional connectivity in the sensorimotor network. We choose this
network as it is one of the best characterised RSNs, whose morphology
is open to direct interpretation. We hypothesise that the sensorimotor
RSN described in the literature based on stationarity assumptions is, in
fact, a temporally and spatially smoothed aggregate of multiple (more
focal) transiently synchronising sub-networks (TSNs). To test this hy-
pothesis, we combine a multivariate sliding window approach based
upon canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Barnes et al., 2011;
Brookes et al., 2014; Hotelling, 1936; Soto et al., 2010) with vector
quantisation (MacQueen, 1967) to generate a method to identify ro-
bustly occurring transient connectivity patterns. Applying this method
to two separate datasets, we derive the spatial signatures of multiple
TSNs occurring within the sensorimotor system. We show that these
individual spatial signatures describe signiﬁcantly more variance
than any equivalent signature deﬁned assuming stationarity. We go
on to show that TSNs generalise across subjects and across indepen-
dent experiments. Finally, we hypothesise that, on initiation of a
motor task, efﬁcient neural processing would favour recruitment of a
speciﬁc set of sub-networks (that are also observable in resting
data). We show that in spite of no signiﬁcant change in overall
connectivity between statically deﬁned network nodes, speciﬁc sub-
networks signiﬁcantly increase their likelihood of occurrence during
a task.Methods
Data acquisition
Two separateMEG datasets were acquired. The ﬁrst was designed as
a ‘resting state’ recording with an intermittent self-paced motor re-
sponse. The second comprised a cognitive task.
Dataset 1: self-paced motor
Ten volunteers (8males, 2 females aged 25 ± 4 years (mean ± SD))
were asked to lie supine in the MEG system and execute a button press
with the index ﬁnger of their non-dominant hand. Subjects were told
that button presses should be repeated infrequently (approximately
once every 30 s) for a total of 1200 s, and that they should not count in
the period between presses. Ten right handed subjects were recruited.
Button presses were recorded using a keypad.
Dataset 2: Sternberg working memory task
Eleven subjects (7males, 4 females aged 31±6 years (mean±SD))
were recruited to this study. In the task, a single trial comprised presen-
tation of two example visual stimuli (arbitrary black abstract shapes on a
grey background, shown for 600ms with 1 s between onsets); this was
followed by a 6 s maintenance period and a third probe stimulus which
was shown for a duration of 3 s. The subject was asked to respond, via
right handed button press (index ﬁnger), if the probe stimulus matched
either of the two example stimuli. A single block comprised three trials
followed by a rest phase lasting 36 s; 15 blocks were presented to
each subject. The probability of a target (i.e. that the probe matched
one of the two example stimuli) was 0.5.
These two paradigms both contain a motor response (a button
press). However, the difference between them allows contrast between
simple motor action, infrequently performed during the resting state,
and similar motor action set within a complex cognitive paradigm. It
was reasoned that if TSN signatures were integral to sensorimotor pro-
cessing, then equivalent TSNs should be observed for both tasks. In ad-
dition, the Sternberg taskwould allow investigation of TSNdynamics for
fast and slow reaction times. Both experiments were approved by the
University Of Nottingham School Of Medicine Ethical Committee.
All MEG data were collected using the synthetic third order gradiom-
eter conﬁguration of a 275-channel CTF MEG system (MISL, Coquitlam,
Canada) at a sampling rate of either 1200 Hz (self-paced) or 600 Hz
(Sternberg). Subjects were positioned supine. Prior to data acquisition,
three head position indicator coils were placed on the head. These coils
were energised periodically during data acquisition in order to localise
the subject's head in the scanner. To facilitate co-registration of the
MEG sensor geometry to brain anatomy, a 3D digitisation of the three ﬁ-
ducial points and the head surface was acquired using a Polhemus
Isotrak digitiser system. Anatomical MR images were acquired using ei-
ther a 3 T or 7 T Philips Acheiva MRI scanner at a voxel resolution of
1mm3. Coregistration ofMEGdata to the anatomicalMRIwas completed
by matching the digitised head surface (Polhemus) to the equivalent
head surface extracted from the anatomical MRI.
Data analysis
A novel data processing pipeline was developed to image the
hypothesised TSNs. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Functional
connectivity was estimated as correlation between the amplitude enve-
lopes of band limited neural oscillations in the left and right regions of
the static sensorimotor network; this method was chosen over phase
coherence due to its close relationship to RSN structure observed previ-
ously (Brookes et al., 2011b). Since previous studies show that sensori-
motor network connectivity is strongest in the beta band (Brookes et al.,
2011a, 2014; Hipp et al., 2012) analyses were limited to 13–30 Hz. Our
technique used: 1) a spatial ﬁlter to project sensor space MEG data into
brain space and dynamic multivariate leakage reduction to ameliorate
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the processing pipeline used to extract transiently synchronising networks.
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order to prevent artefactual results — our technique for dealing with it
is given in Supplementary material). 2) A sliding window canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) to estimate the spatial signature of transient
functional connectivity within each time window. 3) Vector quan-
tisation (k-means clustering) to cluster connectivity images into repeat-
ing spatial patterns; it is these patterns which form our transiently
synchronising sub-networks (TSNs). These steps are each described fur-
ther below.
Source localisation and leakage correction
Source localisation was carried out using an adaptive beamformer
(Robinson and Vrba, 1999; Van Veen et al., 1997). Covariance was com-
puted in the beta band using a timewindow spanning thewhole exper-
iment (Brookes et al., 2008). Regularisation was applied to the data
covariancematrix using the Tikhonovmethod, with a regularisation pa-
rameter set to ensure a condition number of 100. The forward model
was based upon a dipole approximation (Sarvas, 1987) and a multiple
local sphere headmodel (Huang et al., 1999). Dipole orientationwasde-
termined using a non-linear search for optimum signal to noise ratio
(SNR). Source timecourses were computed at the vertices of a regular
(8 mm) grid spanning the volume enclosed by the static sensorimotor
network. The networkmaskwas based upon an atlas derived using spa-
tial independent component analysis applied to fMRI data (Filippini
et al., 2009). The mask contains bilateral primary motor cortices as
well as bilateral primary and secondary somatosensory cortices. Note
that this spatial signature has featured in previously published studies
(e.g. Brookes et al., 2011b; Filippini et al., 2009; Luckhoo et al., 2012)
and represents a robust measure of the canonical static sensorimotor
network. Beamformer estimated timecourses for all voxels within themask were divided by hemisphere; a ‘seed’ cluster was deﬁned, con-
taining all voxels in the left hemisphere enclosed by the mask; likewise
a ‘test’ cluster was deﬁned containing all voxels in the right hemisphere
enclosed by the mask (see Fig. 1).
Our subsequent analysis aims tomeasure inter-hemispheric connec-
tivity between the seed and test clusters. The major confound of MEG
connectivity measurements is signal leakage between source space
timecourses (i.e. leakage between seed and test clusters) (Brookes
et al., 2012, 2014; Hipp et al., 2012). This is a consequence of the ill-
posedMEG inverse problemand typically results in artifactually inﬂated
connectivity estimates. A simple method to reduce this leakage is based
upon linear regression, which has been described in previous studies
(Brookes et al., 2012; Hipp et al., 2012). However, here we note that
our implicit assumptions of non-stationarity in functional connectivity
bring with them implications for such standard methods to mitigate
the effects of leakage. A difference between the two studies previously
published is that Brookes et al. assumed stationarity, and performed a
single leakage correction step for the whole dataset, whereas Hipp
et al. proposed a dynamic approach correcting small time-windows in-
dividually. The advantage of the former is that the leakage correction
will be more precise as it is based on more data. The advantage of the
latter is that it will be robust for non-stationary data. In fact it can be
shown (see Supplementary material) that when measuring functional
connectivity across multiple time windows, if changes in variance in ei-
ther a seed or test cluster timecourse are expected between windows,
then dynamic leakage reduction is essential to ensure unbiased func-
tional connectivity estimation. For this reason, in the present work, we
used a dynamic multivariate regression approach to eliminate signal
leakage between the seed and test clusters on a window by window
basis.
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Following source localisation and leakage reduction, beamformer
projected data for all voxels in the seed and test clusters were Hilbert
transformed and their associated analytic signal computed. The
absolute value of the analytic signal was then derived, generating
timecourses of the envelope of beta oscillations for every voxel. These
envelope timecourses were down-sampled temporally to 50 Hz to im-
prove computational efﬁciency.
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Hotelling, 1936) is a method
to calculate statistical interdependencies between two multi-
dimensional data matrices. CCA has been used extensively in previous
MEG studies and complete descriptions can be found elsewhere
(Barnes et al., 2011; Brookes et al., 2014; Soto et al., 2009, 2010). In
the present context, CCAwas applied across voxel timecourses to assess
relationships between the beta envelopes in the seed and test clusters. A
sliding window framework was used with canonical correlation mea-
sured independently within either 6 s windows (self-paced Study) or
3 s windows (Sternberg study). (The difference inwindowwidth across
the two studies was to account for the shorter trial duration in the
Sternberg task.) The sliding window allows a measure of temporal
changes in correlation between data matrices. It is important to note
that, since the columns of the seed and test data matrices comprise
windowed beta amplitude envelopes from adjacent voxels, those col-
umns are necessarily correlated due to the inherent smoothness of
beamformer reconstruction. For this reason, prior to CCA, bothmatrices
were decomposed using principal component analysis into four orthog-
onal features, thus allowing unambiguous assessment of the relation-
ship between the seed and test clusters. A multivariate general linear
model was then applied, describing temporal features in the test cluster
as a linear mixture of features in the seed cluster. Appropriate analysis
(see Supplementary material for details) then facilitates calculation of
the optimal linear combination of features in seed and test clusters
that maximise correlation. For any one time window, the canonical cor-
relation coefﬁcients estimate the strength of inter-hemispheric connec-
tivity. More importantly, the canonical vectors give the optimal
combination of features (hence voxels) that maximises connectivity.
In this way, images can be generated showing which voxels contribute
most to functional connectivity within any one time window. Sliding
that window in time (using either 1 s steps (self-paced study) or
0.25 s steps (Sternberg study)) facilitates generation of many images,
each showing the transient spatial signature of functional connectivity.
These images were transformed spatially into MNI space using FLIRT in
FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2012). Images were then concatenated across all
10 subjects for the self-paced study, and all 11 subjects for the Sternberg
study.
In addition to the slidingwindow images, static imageswere also de-
rived using the same CCA method, but with one single window span-
ning the entire duration of the experiment. These static images
highlight voxels that contribute maximally to correlation between the
seed and test clusters, over all time. They were transformed spatially
intoMNI space using FLIRT, averaged across subjects and used for direct
comparison with the TSNs derived from the shorter sliding windows.
K-means clustering
Using the sliding window CCA approach, within a multi-subject
dataset, several thousand images of connectivity are generated (speciﬁ-
cally 11,940 and 25,272 for the self-paced and Sternberg studies respec-
tively). This means that an automated process of grouping and
classifying these images is desirable. K-means clustering (MacQueen,
1967) is a method of vector quantisation which has been used in recent
fMRI experiments (Allen et al., 2014; Liu and Duyn, 2013) to detect
repeating patterns of connectivity. If we assume a total of no sliding win-
dows across the experiment, then k-means partitions those no connec-
tivity images into k states. To do this, we ﬁrst note that the images
exist in an f dimensional space (where f represents the total number of
voxels in the seed and test cluster combined). k points are then insertedinto this space to form the centre of derived clusters and the k-means al-
gorithm looks tominimise thewithin cluster sum of squares of Euclidian
distance to the mean, over multiple iterations. Mathematically:
minS∑
k
j¼1∑Ii∈S
j
Iiμj






2 ð1Þ
where Ii represents the ith connectivity image and μj is the mean of
the points in each projected group, Sj. Physically, these groupings
represent images depicting similar functional connectivity patterns
which consistently reoccur. We term these repeating patterns tran-
siently synchronising sub-networks (TSNs). Note that in what follows
we chose k= 8.
Testing TSN robustness
Our primary hypothesis is that the derived TSNs are spatially distinct
(from each other and from the static network) and robust across sub-
jects and datasets. Themethod outlined above offers ameans to capture
these spatial patterns. Statistical tests were then sought to validate their
robustness. We devised three analyses:
Test 1: “Miss-a-TSN”
We ﬁrst tested whether any of the 8 derived TSNs were redundant (i.e.
not required to explain the data). To do this, a single CCA derived connec-
tivity imagewas selected and its best ﬁtting TSN selected. The percentage
of variance in this image, explained by the best ﬁtting (scaled) TSN, was
then calculated. This process was repeated for all connectivity images
within each subject, and the mean variance explained calculated. This
analysis was repeated a further 8 times; on each iteration, a different
TSN was removed from the basis set and replaced with the average net-
work (generated as the mean across all connectivity images and sub-
jects). We hypothesised that replacement of any one TSN with the
averagemapwould evoke a signiﬁcant drop in variance explained. Signif-
icance was determined using a two-sided signed rank test of the null hy-
pothesis that this difference originated from a distributionwhosemedian
is zero. The threshold for signiﬁcance (p b 0.05)was Bonferroni corrected
(to pcorrected b 0.0065) to account for multiple comparisons across the 8
TSNs. This test was carried out three times: On the self-paced dataset,
on the Sternberg dataset, and ﬁnally on just the resting state phase of
the self-paced dataset in order to determine whether any of the derived
TSNs were only observable during the task.
Test 2: “Miss-a-subject”
We next assessed robustness across subjects by testing the hypothesis
that TSN maps, derived via k-means, explained the data signiﬁcantly
better than the canonical (static) network map. For this purpose, we
ﬁrst selected a subject and removed their data from the full dataset; k-
means was then run on the remaining (N − 1) subjects to derive a
TSN basis set. A “sham” TSN basis set was also derived in which, rather
than each connectivity image being assigned to a group via Eq. (1), it
was assigned randomly. Note that these “sham” maps are computed
without considering temporal structure in the measured connectivity
(i.e. assuming stationarity), and for this reason we term them “static
pseudo-networks”. This process generated two basis sets, both using
N− 1 subjects. These two basis sets were then used to explain the var-
iance in the remaining subject. We reasoned that if the TSN maps were
robust across subjects then they would explain signiﬁcantly more vari-
ance in the missing subjects' data than static pseudo-networks. This
analysis was repeated for all subjects, generating a set of values of vari-
ance explained.We then testedwhether TSNmaps explainedmore var-
iance than static pseudo-networks across N iterations of the missing
subject.
Test 3: “Cross-dataset validation”
The above tests were runwithin datasets (i.e. either using Sternberg data
only, or self-paced data only). However, if the TSNs derived using k-
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tion, then they should generalise to any task (or indeed the resting
state). A cross-dataset validation was therefore performed in which we
used the TSN basis set from the self-paced experiment to explain the
Sternberg data, and vice versa. The TSN basis set from the self-paced
data was taken along with an equivalent set of 8 static pseudo-
networks. We reasoned that if the TSN maps were not robust, the TSN
basis set from the self-paced study would explain no more variance in
the Sternberg data than the static pseudo-networks. A null distribution
was formed via generation of 2000 separate basis sets based upon differ-
ent realisations of the static pseudo-networks, andwe tested our hypoth-
esis that the genuine TSN set (from the self-paced data) would explain
signiﬁcantly more variance in the Sternberg data than the sham basis-
sets. This analysis was then reversed, and the Sternberg basis set used
to explain the self-paced data, employing an identical methodology.
Task induced change in transiently synchronising sub-networks
Our secondary hypothesis was that, on task initiation, efﬁcient neural
processing would favour recruitment of a speciﬁc set of sub-networks. To
measure howa task affected the likelihood of occurrence of a network, for
each TSN we ﬁrst constructed a binary timecourse. This was computed
across all task trials and subjects and was based on k-means grouping;
it contained a 1 if the currentwindowbelonged to the TSN group of inter-
est, or a 0 otherwise. This vector was summed across task trials (over all
subjects) and divided by the total number of trials; the result is a
timecourse showing the probability of a speciﬁc TSN being selected for
any time window within a trial (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Dividing
these timecourses by the overall fraction of windows classiﬁed in the
group enabledmeasurement of the fractional change in probability of ob-
serving any one network, at any time point within a trial. A deﬂection in
these timecourses would highlight that the TSN in question was more,
or less likely to be observed within that time window.
Finally, amethodwas devised to conﬁrm that any observed deﬂection
in the probability timecourses was due to localised changes in functional
connectivitywithin the TSN in question. Thiswas achieved via a ‘point-to-
point’ transient connectivity analysis. To compute point-to-point connec-
tivity, ﬁrstly, two points (a seed and test) were selected based upon the
peaks in a TSN map; source timecourses were then estimated using the
beamformer as described above. A sliding window was allowed to shift
across the timecourses and a dynamic (univariate) leakage reduction ap-
plied within each window. Following leakage reduction, the amplitude
envelope of both the seed and test timecourses (within each window)
was computed via Hilbert transformation and connectivity estimated,
via (univariate) correlation, within each window. These connectivity
timecourses were averaged across task trials within each individual sub-
ject. To allow for changes in the temporal scale of functional connectivity,
this process was repeated for windowwidths ranging from 2 s to 48 s, in
the case of the self-paced motor study, and 2 s to 10 s in the case of the
Sternberg study. (Note such variation in window widths is impractical
for CCA due to computational load.) To determine the statistical signiﬁ-
cance of task-induced changes in connectivity, the mean variances ex-
plained in windows encapsulating the event of interest (the button
press) and for windows only capturing rest, were computed and the dif-
ference calculated. This was repeated for each subject individually and
statistical signiﬁcance of the difference inmeasured connectivity between
task and non-task windows was computed.
Results
Transiently synchronous sub-network generation and evaluation
Fig. 2 shows the TSN maps for the self-paced (A) and Sternberg
(B) tasks. Our hypothesis that multiple, spatially distinct and focal
TSNswould be observed is supported by Fig. 2, which shows that spatial
patterns representing transient functional connectivity differ in time. In
the self-paced dataset (Fig. 2A), TSN1 covers bilateral primary motorand sensory cortex and extends inferior to S2. TSN2 only covers primary
M1 and S1 regionswhilst TSN5 captures only bilateral S2. TSN6 and TSN8
separate anterior and posterior sensorimotor regions: assessment of the
peak locations reveals MNI coordinates of (−36,24,60) mm and
(40,−22,60) mm for TSN6which equate to the left and right precentral
gyri (Brodmann area 4). MNI coordinates for TSN8 were (30,−38,58)
mm and (34,−30,60) mm; the peak in right hemisphere is centred on
postcentral gyrus (Brodmann area 3) and the peak in left hemisphere
is less than 1 voxel from the postcentral gyrus (Brodmann area 3).
This evidence shows that bilateral sensory and motor cortices form in-
dependent transient networks and our method facilitates their separa-
tion. In addition to positive correlations, negative correlations are also
observed in TSN3, showing that the method captures windows in
which the beta envelopes in the left and right sensorimotor strips are
anti-correlated. Finally, TSN4 highlights a spatially asymmetric TSN
(leftM1/S1 and right S2) and TSN7 depicts a unilateral response. Results
for the Sternberg (Fig. 2B) task are similar (Fig. 2A) and again include
anti-correlated networks (TSN2 and TSN3), bilateral S2 (TSN5) and a
spatially asymmetric network (TSN6) covering left M1/S1 and right S2.
Motor and sensory cortices (TSN7 and TSN4) are again separated. In ad-
dition to the clear similarity across these two completely independent
experiments, note also the highly focal nature of the TSN maps.
For comparison, Figs. 2C and D show the static connectivity images
generated using the self-paced and Sternberg datasets respectively.
These images were generated using the same CCA approach, but with
a single time window capturing the entire experiment. In contrast to
the TSN maps, the static map is less spatially speciﬁc. Whilst clear foci
are observed, they appear to spread across primary sensory and motor
regions, and the map extends down to S2 (albeit at a lower threshold).
Most importantly, the subtle spatial dynamics observed in the TSNmea-
surements are missed by the static approach.
The robustness of each individual TSN was tested using a “miss-a-
TSN” analysis. We tested howmuch variance in the no connectivity im-
ages could be explained by our TSN maps, and whether replacing a sin-
gle TSN with a static network caused a signiﬁcant drop in the variance
explained. The 8 TSNs in Fig. 2A explained 71 ± 3% of variance in the
self-paced connectivity images. Replacing a single TSN with the static
network gave rise to a signiﬁcant (pcorrected b 0.05) drop in explained
variance for 6 of the 8 TSNs. The exceptions were TSN1 (pcorrected =
0.08) and TSN7 (no trend). In the case of TSN1, the spatial signature is
similar to the canonical network and it is unsurprising that replacement
evokes no signiﬁcant drop in variance explained. TSN7 is unilateral and
reﬂects close to zero connectivity, meaning that the canonical correla-
tion between cortices when this mode was detected was 0.06 ± 0.05
(considerably lower than all other modes which average N 0.2). Equiva-
lent analysis was applied to the resting state phase of the self-paced
data; i.e. within data windows not capturing the infrequent motor
task. Results were identical, showing that the TSNs are also a feature
of resting state data. Likewise, the 8 maps in Fig. 2B explained 73 ±
1% of variance in the Sternberg images and again, replacing a TSN with
the static network gave rise to a signiﬁcant (pcorrected b 0.05) drop in ex-
plained variance for 6 of the 8 TSNs. Once again exceptions were TSN1
(which resembles the static map) and the unilateral network (TSN8).
Robustness of TSNs over subjects was tested by a “miss-a-subject”
analysis. Here, vector quantisation was applied to the connectivity im-
ages as before, but with a single subject missing. The resulting TSN
maps were then used to explain variance in that missing subject. Run-
ning vector quantisation with a subject missing made little difference
to the TSN morphology. In the self-paced data, TSN maps on 9 subjects
were 99.6 ± 0.4% correlated with the maps in Fig. 2A (10 subjects).
For the Sternberg data, TSN maps made using 10 subjects were
99.8 ± 0.2% correlated with those in Fig. 2B (11 subjects). The TSN
maps generated with a missing subject explained 69 ± 3% of variance
in the omitted subjects' data in the self-paced experiment, and 72 ±
2% in the Sternberg experiment. Replacement of the TSNs with an
equivalent number of static pseudo-networks gave rise to a signiﬁcant
Fig. 2.Transiently synchronous sensorimotor sub-networks generatedusing two independent datasets. The left hand side (A) shows a 10-subject dataset inwhichparticipants executed an
infrequent self-paced button press. The right hand side (B) shows an 11-subject dataset inwhich participants were involved in a Sternberg workingmemory task. Note the equivalence of
the observed transient connectivity images. Note also the highly focal nature of the spatial topographies. (C–D) Static connectivity images generated using a window spanning the entire
experiment.
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data (p = 0.002) and from 72 ± 2% to 39 ± 2% for the Sternberg data
(p = 0.001). This conﬁrmed not only robustness over subjects, but
also that the TSNswere a signiﬁcantly better representation of transient
connectivity than canonical static networks.
As a ﬁnal test, we reasoned that if TSNmaps represent transient net-
works that are a fundamental component of sensorimotor processing,
then they should generalise to any task. Speciﬁcally a TSN basis set
from task A should better explain the connectivity in task B than any
static network. We therefore employed our cross dataset validation,
using the self-paced TSNs (Fig. 2A) as training data to predict the Stern-
berg connectivity images, and the Sternberg TSNs (Fig. 2B) as training
data to predict the self-paced connectivity images. These results were
compared to equivalent within dataset measurements. 73 ± 1% of var-
iance in the Sternberg data was predicted by the Sternberg derived
TSNs, and this was reduced marginally to 71 ± 2% when using the
self-paced TSNs as training data. Likewise, 71 ± 3% of variance in the
self-paced data was explained by the self-paced TSN maps, which was
reduced to 69 ± 2% when using the Sternberg TSN maps as trainingdata. The maximum variance explained in the Sternberg data across
2000 iterations of static pseudo-networks was 40.8%. Similarly, the
maximum variance explained in the self-paced data across 2000 itera-
tions of static pseudo-networks was 41.7%. This shows clearly that
TSNs, even from a completely independent dataset, represent a better
model of transient connectivity than the canonical network.
A post-hoc concern was that the signiﬁcant differences in variance
explained between TSNs and static pseudo-networksmay be driven en-
tirely by the transient anti-correlated networks, or by those networks
deemed unimportant by our ‘miss-a-TSN’ analysis (e.g. TSN1 and
TSN7 in Fig. 2A; see above). For this reason a new set of static pseudo-
networks were generated: this new training set contained a mix of
the TSNmaps from the real basis set, and pseudo-networks (again gen-
erated via random assignment of group number to the remaining train-
ing data). We found that TSNs 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8 in Fig. 2A explained
signiﬁcantly more variance in the Sternberg data than equivalent
pseudo-networks, and likewise TSNs 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Fig. 2B explained
signiﬁcantly more variance in the self-paced data than equivalent static
pseudo-networks (see Fig. 3).
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far from being a single entity, is composed of multiple transiently syn-
chronous (and spatially focussed) patterns of functional connectivity
where the involved nodes rapidly change their connectivity — from
being positively correlated, uncorrelated to strongly anti-correlated.
These patterns explain MEG connectivity data signiﬁcantly better than
static networks and are not only robust across subjects, but are also re-
producible in two independent experiments.Task induced change in functional connectivity
Timecourseswere generated tomeasure task induced changes in the
probability of observing a speciﬁc TSN. An increase in these timecourses
means that a TSN ismore likely to be observed at a speciﬁc time point; a
decrease means the TSN is less likely to be observed. Fig. 4A shows the
examples for self-paced data: timecourses represent the fractional
change in probability for two selected TSNs. TSN6, which covers bilater-
al M1, exhibits a signiﬁcant (p b 0.05) change around the time of the
button press showing that we are ~200% more likely to observe this
TSN during a single ﬁnger movement (with one hand), compared to
rest. Likewise TSN8, which covers bilateral sensory cortex also exhibits
a signiﬁcant (p b 0.05) task induced response. Similar results were ob-
served for the Sternberg data and are shown in Fig. 4B. Here TSN7
(again bilateral M1) exhibits a signiﬁcant (p b 0.05) change in occupan-
cy around the time of the button press (t=8.41 s). The lower panel also
shows probability timecourses, but contrasts trials with a fast reaction
time (8.21 ± 0.09 s), against trials with a slow reaction time (8.78 ±
0.59 s). Note the difference in time to peak and longevity of response.
These results support the hypothesis that on task initiation the relative
occupancy of TSN states is altered.
Finally, Fig. 5 probes the spatial and temporal scales of task induced
change in functional connectivity. Figs. 5A andB show the trial averaged
canonical correlation between clusters covering the sensorimotor
network. The timecourses shown represent change in total inter-
hemispheric functional connectivity within the sensorimotor system.
Note that in both the self-paced and Sternberg experiments, a transient
increase in connectivity between clusters is observable around the time
of the button press. However, this increase is modest, as evidenced by
the bar charts which showmean connectivity between clusters in win-
dows capturing the button press compared to those capturing resting
state. In the self-paced data, the variance explained in the test cluster
by the seed was greater by 11 ± 9% in thewindows containing the but-
ton press, whilst in the Sternberg data the same measure increased byFig. 3. (A) Schematic representation of the process to generate both the real TSNs, and a series o
state allocation of individual connectivity images from the k-means clustering process, whilst f
variance explained in the Sternberg connectivity data by 2000permutations of the static pseudo
that using self-paced rather than Sternberg TSNs to explain the Sternberg data does not result in
the experiments. Note also that the null hypothesis is rejected.9 ± 3%; in both cases the change failed to reach statistical signiﬁcance
across subjects. Figs. 5C and D show measured task induced change in
functional connectivity between point locations selected on the basis
of the TSN maps. Speciﬁcally, results show functional connectivity be-
tween primary motor areas (TSN6 for self-paced data and TSN7 in
Sternberg data). Point-to-point connectivity is assessed using a univar-
iate sliding window approach. Multiple window widths are shown
collectively in the ﬁgure. Connectivity is averaged over task trials; the
x-axis shows time relative to the button press, the y-axis shows
log10(windowwidth) and the colour shows connectivity strength (win-
dowed correlation between beta envelope timecourses). The bar
graphs show variance explained by the seed location at the test loca-
tion. Windows encapsulating the button press are contrasted with
those not encapsulating the button press. Figs. 4 and 5 are comple-
mentary. The increase in occupancy of speciﬁc TSNs during motor
behaviour (Fig. 4) shows that efﬁcient neural processing requires
dominance of a speciﬁc sub-network to support movement. During
movement, sensorimotor network functional connectivity is thus
dominated by a small number of highly focal networks. This is evi-
denced by the increased functional connectivity between bilateral
M1 in Figs. 5C and D. However, this focal increase has relatively little
effect on inter-hemispheric connectivity within the wider network
(Figs. 5A and B).Discussion
Using a new method for imaging transient patterns of functional
connectivity, we have shown that the static metrics most often used
to characterise coupling between network nodes fail to provide a com-
plete picture of the complex spatio-temporal dynamics within the net-
work they are attempting to describe. By exploiting the excellent time
resolution of MEG, with advanced leakage reduction and multivariate
connectivitymodelling, wewere able to show that the static sensorimo-
tor network can be decomposed into multiple dynamically changing
sub-networks. These sub-networks have been observed without the
use of statistical priors and with unsurpassed spatiotemporal accuracy.
We have shown that these TSNs are not only a common feature across
subjects, but are also a common feature across completely independent
multi-subject experiments. Indeed the evidence is that the commonly
observed static network oversimpliﬁes the ground truth: our data
show clearly that individual areas of the larger network progress
through stages of highly correlated, uncorrelated and even strongly
anti-correlated activity. In addition we have shown that TSNs are af static pseudo-networks to test the null hypothesis. Real TSNs are generated based on the
or the pseudo-static networks, states are assigned assuming stationarity. (B) The resulting
-networks (histogram) and the TSNs fromboth the self-paced and Sternberg datasets. Note
a signiﬁcant drop in variance explained, thus highlighting robustness of the TSNmaps over
Fig. 4. Task induced fractional change in TSN probability. Panel (A) shows the self-paced data. Note that only the two networks that exhibit a signiﬁcant task induced change are shown.
TSN6 covers the bilateral motor cortex and TSN8 captures the bilateral sensory cortex. Panel (B) shows the Sternberg data. The upper panel shows the trial average occupancy change for
TSN7. The lower panel contrasts trials with a fast reaction time (8.21±0.09 s, blue trace)with trialswith a slow reaction time (8.78±0.59 s, red trace) (see Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3
for further results).
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bias the likelihood of a particular TSN being recruited.
The observed spatial patterns represent physiologically interpret-
able networks of connectivity. Most noteworthy, our results show
that, even outside a task, functionally speciﬁc and spatially focal brainFig. 5. Task induced change in functional connectivity at differing spatial and temporal scales. (A
bar charts show themean variance explained in the test cluster by the seed cluster, in window
variate connectivity between point locations. Pairs of voxels were selected based upon TSN6 (se
the button press, the y axis shows the log10(windowwidth) and the colour shows the strength
window). The bar graphs show the variance explained by the seed location at the test locationareas can be extracted blindly. In some cases broad complexes of bilat-
eral homologous regions were identiﬁed: for example in both studies
the most commonly occurring TSN comprised bilateral M1 and S1, ex-
tending down to bilateral S2. Other networks revealed highly focal com-
plexes, including bilateral primary motor area (M1), bilateral primary/B) Connectivity between clusters. Timecourses show the trial averaged responsewhereas
s capturing the button press compared to those not capturing the button press. (C/D) Uni-
lf-paced) and TSN7 (Sternberg). In the left hand plot the x-axis shows the time relative to
of connectivity (correlation between the Hilbert envelopes of beta oscillations, within the
in windows encapsulating or not encapsulating the button press.
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(S2). In particular, the clear separation ofmotor (M1) and somatosenso-
ry (S1) cortices into two separate networks, despite these regions being
separated by only a few millimetres, shows the spatial accuracy of the
technique. The extraction of such neuroanatomical detail from MEG
data is rare, particularly in the resting state. The existence of anti-
correlated networks in both tasks suggests a transiently occurring
antagonistic relationship between beta envelopes within some time
windows. Such anti-correlation may result from random mind-
wandering; for instance it is known that attending to a particular loca-
tion in the body causes anti-correlated shifts in the amplitude of so-
matosensory beta band oscillations within the two hemispheres
(Bauer et al., 2012; van Ede et al., 2014). Likewise imaginingmovement,
or even speciﬁc body parts can cause similar effects (Brinkman et al.,
2014; de Lange et al., 2008). The existence of an asymmetric network
(covering right S2 and left S1/M1) is also interesting. It is known that
transient connections between left M1/S1 and right S2 occur during
tactile stimulus processing (Simoes et al., 2003) and that connectivity
between S1 and S2 has been associated with subjective perception
(Ploner et al., 2009). This observation is therefore physiologically
interpretable.
An important point is that, although the results presented were ob-
tained in the context of two disparate paradigms, neither were “pure
resting state”. In our self-paced task, participantswere pressing a button
every 30 s but for the remainder of the period participants remained at
rest. This allowed for conﬁrmation of the existence of TSNs with the
brain (apparently) at rest, and simultaneously enabled validation of
ourmethodology for robustly uncovering task induced temporal ﬂuctu-
ations of sensorimotor sub-networks. This said, it is conceivable that dif-
ferences may result between the resting phase of our self-paced task,
and ‘pure’ resting state data (in which subjects lie in a scanner and
“think of nothing”). To account for this limitation, our methodology
was also applied to 10 minute “pure rest” recordings in 10 subjects
(for results see Supplementary Fig. S4). Once again TSNs were largely
similar with ourmethodology separatingM1, S1 and S2 as well as iden-
tifying anti-correlated and as asymmetric networks. This, coupled with
our statistical (“miss-a-TSN”) analyses shows convincingly that the
TSNs presented are a consistent feature of the resting state sensorimotor
system.
Our secondary hypothesis was that, on initiation of amotor task, efﬁ-
cient neural processingwould favour recruitment of a speciﬁc set of tran-
siently synchronising sub-networks. We have shown that functional
connectivity between sub-network nodes in bilateral M1 consistently
and transiently changes around the time of overt motor behaviour.
This is evidenced by i) an increase in occupancy of the M1 TSN (Fig. 4)
and ii) an increase in transient univariate connectivity measured be-
tween bilateral M1 (Figs. 5C and D). Interestingly, these highly focal
changes do not result in a drastic overall change in inter-hemispheric
functional connectivity within the sensorimotor network (Figs. 5A and
B). At a practical level this is important: if region to region connectivity
ismeasured the overall effect of a taskmay be ‘washed out’ across voxels.
However, if point-to-point connectivity is assessed, this will likely result
in signiﬁcant task induced change. However, the latter necessarily relies
on a-priori selection of the precise points to be considered; our TSN anal-
ysis, for the ﬁrst time, offers a principled means to assess task induced
changes in network connectivitywithout such confounds. At amore the-
oretical level this ﬁnding offers an interpretation of task induced connec-
tivity. Fig. 2 shows that sensorimotor network connectivity ismaintained
via several TSNs and, at rest, all of these spatial signatures, including
those identiﬁed as relating to movement contribute to the high level of
functional connectivity between the left and right sensorimotor strip.
We speculate that active processing of a motor response simply involves
the transient reorganisation of the resting state TSNs. This implies that
active processing is not an additive process, but rests on simple spatial
reorganisation of the wider sensorimotor network. Such a model ex-
plains the differences in connectivity across spatial scales shown inFig. 5 and should be further tested in future studies of task induced func-
tional connectivity change using the same methodology.
Technical considerations
The methodology that we introduce is critically dependent on mul-
tiple factors, including selection of the underlying source localisation al-
gorithm, and selection of a parameter set for the CCA and k-means
algorithms. These important factors warrant further discussion.
At the core of the method is the beamformer spatial ﬁlter, however
it is important to understand that any source localisation technique
(e.g. Minimum Norm, dSPM) could be used. It is well known that
beamforming suppresses spatially separate but temporally correlated
sources (Brookes et al., 2007) and superﬁcially thismay appear as a con-
found for connectivitymetrics which actively seek temporal correlation
between sources. However, the beamformer has been used successfully
in multiple studies of functional connectivity (Brookes et al., 2011a,b;
Hipp et al., 2012), and could be argued to be the source localisation
method of choice for such measurements. To understand this, ﬁrst
note that for beamformer suppression to take place, zero time lagged
correlation must exist between source signals, whereas our metrics of
connectivity measure temporal correlation between oscillatory enve-
lopes. Importantly, two envelopes can be perfectly correlated whilst
the underlying signals remain orthogonal. In fact, zero-time-lag corre-
lated signals potentially reﬂect source leakage; indeed our leakage re-
duction algorithm actively aims to remove such effects. It therefore
follows that, rather than the beamformer suppression of correlated
sources acting as a confound, it actually helps to suppress leakage.
Beamforming also offers excellent interference rejection properties
and good spatial resolution, both of which are attractive when measur-
ing functional connectivity. These important points should be noted
when choosing underlying source reconstruction methodology.
As with all neuroimagingmethods, our technique requires selection
of a parameter set, with parameters including the number of eigen-
modes d, the time frequency window size, the cluster location/extent
and the number of spatial modes, k. There is no hard rule for selection
of these parameters, and they will ultimately depend on the scientiﬁc
question to be addressed. However, technical limitations also underlie
parameter selection and this deserves discussion. In the present work
we aimed to identifymultiple TSNs in the sensorimotor system,with re-
gions of interest covering bilateral sensory cortex and motor cortices.
The previously published work in this area allowed for narrowing of
the frequency range of interest to the beta band. This meant that both
cluster size/location and frequency range were set directly by the neu-
rophysiological question of interest. Selection of the number of eigen-
modes, d, involves a direct trade-off between the cluster size and the
time frequency window size used in the sliding window analysis.
dmust be sufﬁciently high to allow for expression of all of the signal fea-
tures observable within a cluster (ideally dwould be equal to the num-
ber of resolution elements within the cluster). Practically this can be
quantiﬁed by calculating the variance in the original data explained by
features retained; here selecting d=4 explained 77±3% of data (aver-
age across all subjects and clusters). Selection of d also impacts on the
time window selection. As a rule of thumb, one requires more than 4d
independent temporal observations within the sliding time window
for the multivariate test to be reliable (i.e. if d becomes large then the
number of time points in the window must also be large). Here we
chose d = 4 and we employed a minimum window width of 3 s: The
number of independent time samples in an envelope signal can be ap-
proximated as BWΔt where BW represents the signal bandwidth
(17 Hz for the 13–30 Hz beta band) and Δt is the window width. This
means that within any one 3 s time windowwe have ~51 independent
time points. For the present paper this is well above the lower limit of
4d = 16, in order to ensure reliability of the test. In principle, using
the data presented here, a 1 s timewindow should be possible. Howev-
er, if the frequency bandwas reduced (e.g. if we looked at the alpha band
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window increased. Finally, thenumber of states to extract via k-means (k)
must also be selected. Here we chose k= 8, which was set empirically.
Whilst this potentially reﬂects a limitation, such empirical selection not
uncommon and is analogous to methods employing ICA, in which num-
ber of components is often set by visual inspection of the output.Most im-
portantly, using our ‘miss-a-TSN’ analysis, the contribution of each TSN to
the overall explanation of variance in the connectivity images was
assessed quantitatively. In this way, we were able to show whether re-
moval of speciﬁc TSNs impacted signiﬁcantly the variance explained in
connectivity images. This analysis is key to avoid over ﬁtting and should
be undertaken by researchers using this technique.
As a ﬁnal note, we shouldmention that in this paper, following CCA
we extract only the ﬁrst of d eigenmodes of connectivity to take for-
ward to the subsequent k-means analysis. However, this reﬂects a po-
tential limitation. For any singlewindow there are d− 1 furthermodes
available that are (currently) ignored. These extra eigenmodes corre-
spond to extra orthogonal mixtures of the features in the seed and
test clusters that may also describe transient networks. It is possible
(even likely) that the TSN maps shown in Fig. 2 might also be repre-
sented in these higher order eigenmodes. For example, if a bilateral
S2 network inwindow 1 becomes dominated by a bilateral S1 network
in window 2, it is likely that the S2 network has not ‘disappeared’, but
rather persists at a lower level of functional connectivity andmay well
be represented by the extra eigenmodes. Harnessing thesemodes, and
incorporating them into k-means clustering, would not only generate
further insights and possibly allow tracking of individual transiently
synchronising networks in time, but may also increase the effective
number of averages contributing to the TSNmaps, hence improve sig-
nal to noise. Future studies may wish to account for this.
Conclusion
Resting state networks are of fundamental importance to neuro-
science with evidence suggesting that they are integral to brain func-
tion and perturbed in pathology. However, the temporal dynamics of
the functional connectivities underlying RSN structure are poorly
understood. We have presented a framework to further our under-
standing of RSN dynamics. Using MEG, we have shown that the ca-
nonical sensorimotor network can be decomposed into transiently
synchronising sub-networks, recruitment of which depends on cur-
rent mental state. These sub-networks are highly focal, show rich
temporal dynamics, and the interpretation is that the larger canoni-
cal network reﬂects only a temporal aggregate of transient functional
sub-networks. The methodology developed opens new frontiers to
study RSN dynamics; for example our technique could be applied
to study other RSNs (e.g. DMN), between network connectivity,
other frequency bands, different tasks, and patient populations. In
this way, we have provided a new dimension in which to reveal the
spatial, temporal and spectral signature of the human connectome
in health and disease.
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